
Battery Test Engineer Job

Date: Jul 25, 2013
Location: Warren, MI, US

Battery Test Engineer-ENG0016523

Role Summary:
The Battery Test Engineer is tasked with direct hands on testing of the latest battery technology in General Motors electrified
vehicles portfolio for both current and future vehicles. They will be responsible for planning, performing and evaluating tests
both on and off site. The Battery Test Engineer will directly affect the quality, durability and performance of future hybrid,
plugin and battery electric vehicles manufactured by GM.

This job is based in General Motor’s Warren, Michigan Global Battery Systems Lab. This state of the art facility operates
24/7, covers 85,000 sq ft on the Warren Tech Center campus, and has capabilities to test 112 battery packs and 120 battery
cells at a time. The automation systems, equipment and processes used are common with our Global Battery Systems Labs
located in China, Germany and Canada. The lab is accredited to ISO 17025 by A2LA. The lab and results it produces are
used by GM’s growing team of more than 1000 engineers working on advanced batteries and electrified vehicles.

The Battery Test Engineer’s Key Responsibilities are:
- Following all GM high voltage and laboratory safe work practices as directed at all times.
- Developing, validating and evaluating new battery pack designs and battery cell chemistries as required to meet program
milestone timing for given performance requirements
- Developing test plans, test techniques and test procedures to meet product ADV plan requirements
- Analyzing data to ensure tests are performed as requested and submitting final test reports quickly after test completion
- Identifying and resolving test equipment, test stand setup, and device under test issues
- Conducting a physical, methodical disassembly and or reassembly of test asset
- Completing work in a manner to maximize utilization of assigned test equipment and resources
- Staying aware of new technologies, procedures, and equipment. Evaluating these regularly for application in our facilities
- Approval of outside lab testing methods and data output
- Maintaining awareness of latest test equipment and technology related to testing Lithium Ion and other battery chemistries.
- Consulting with product suppliers on testing and development methods and procedures as requested
- Communication with lab customers for test planning support, providing test status feedback and lab capability expertise
- Recommend product and Lab process improvements
- Performing other assignments as requested by the supervisor

Basic Required Skills and Experience:
- B.S. or higher degree in Engineering is required
- Highly knowledgeable of laboratory testing processes
- Proficient computer skills including test programming, analyzing data, writing test reports
- Understanding of engineering theory and principles of automotive energy storage systems.
- High level of analytical ability where problems are complex
- Time management skills to meet agreed upon customer deliverables, able to manage multiple projects at one time
- Appropriate interpersonal styles and communication methods to work effectively with local and international product
development partners to meet mutual goals
- Technical writing ability to create written engineering evaluation reports
- Ability to read, interpret and generate engineering drawings and specifications

Preferred Skills and Experience:
- Masters degree in Engineering
- High voltage or electrified vehicle safety training and hands on work experience.
- Working knowledge of battery test methods including GMW 16390, Freedom Car, USABC, SAE
- Experience programming with A&D iTest, AVL Lynx, Python, VCL, VBA, JAVA, AV ROS and or NI Labview
- May be considered as a technical expert for use of certain tests/equipment including Aerovironment and Bitrode battery
cyclers,  environmental chambers and voltage, current, temperature and pressure measurement equipment.
- Experience with ISO17025 quality system
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